Sites of gamma radiation-induced DNA strand breaks after alkali treatment.
When DNA is gamma-irradiated in aerated aqueous solution, strand breaks are produced during irradiation or the next few hours. Subsequent piperidine treatment gives rise to further DNA strand ruptures at alkali-labile sites. These different types of DNA chain breaks provoked by gamma-irradiation have been studied with oligonucleotides having defined sequences. The breaks selectively developed inside the DNA chain at alkali-labile sites by piperidine treatment appeared at lower doses preferentially at guanine positions and the order G greater than A greater than T greater than or equal to C was observed. The total contribution of the direct DNA chain ruptures, formed during irradiation and the next few hours, and those obtained by piperidine treatment was studied at doses ranging from 10 to 120 Gy. The chain breaks appeared preferentially at thymine positions and the order T greater than G greater than A greater than or equal to C was shown for the higher doses.